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Skills:
React / Redux



React Native / Expo     
C#

.NET Core

Microservices



Docker



DevOps / CI / CD



SOLID / Clean Code     
Azure

Angular

Git flow



Kubernetes



Agile / Scrum



IDaaS / LaaS



Xamarin Native



Languages:
Polish



English



Experience

April 2018 - currently
I am currently working as a Software Engineer in Ailleron on project for a client from
UK. Tech stack includes .NET Core, React, Docker, DDD and microservices architecture, Kubernetes, Git flow, RabbitMQ, Redis, no SQL as well as SQL databases and
more. Team works in scrum and carries on clean code.
July 2017 - currently
In July 2017 I was involved in the project of the Internet service based on ASP.NET
MVC 5. While working on it I’ve developed both front-end and back-end. I’ve got learned C#, MVC pattern, Entity Framework with Code First Migrations, basic MSSQL
queries, ASP.NET MVC routing, as well as jQuery with AJAX and Bootstrap CSS framework. In addition, in the implementation of this project I used the Facebook and
other internet services APIs as well as Git repository, SEO basics and basic security
of IIS server. Currently working on re-engineering for .NET Core/Angular/Docker.
March 2014 - September 2015
My duties included, initially, the analysis of the production system logs. We have improved this work by writing (in C++ language) a kind of a parser that did it for us.This
was the main engagement, but I had to deal with various other tasks, where I got to
know the basics of HTML, SQL as well as how to service barcode scanners. I started
work in the third grade of technician school, I finished after graduating.

Education

October 2015 - currently
Cracow University of Technology Applied Computer Science
Specialization: Software engineering
September 2011 - May 2015
Technical School No 3. in Debica
Specialization: IT technician Level: Secondary Education

Organizations, activities and association

November 2017 - currently
President of the .NET Group of the Cracow University of Technology
Where: Cracow University of Technology / Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
The scientific club operating in the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering of the Cracow
University of Technology conducts regular weekly meetings related to the .NET and
C# technologies. In addition, the group organizes IT conferences (www.dzienit.pl)
02/2017 - currently
Where: marcinmiazga.pl/blog
I run a blog where I write mostly about programming. I’ve created a few short guides
on the creation of mobile applications for the Android using Xamarin and Azure Cloud. Currently wriiting about .NET Core, Angular/React, Azure, CI & CD and Docker.

Hobby

I like scandinavian crime story books. I watch Premier League. I’m interested in new
technologies, especially mobile ones.
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